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Abstract HCI and CSCW research as well as practice has strongly

indicated the value of integrating (end) users in software development

processes. Such integration can help address actual needs and wants, to

avoid undesirable developments and to strengthen the User Experience

of a product. A user-focused approach to software development has some

conceptual overlap with agile software development practices, such as

quick and iterative (user) testing. However, out in the wild, organizations

seem to have difficulties actually mapping user centered development

with agile processes for a variety of reasons ranging from organizational or

hierarchical aspects up to financial issues. This problem seems specially

prevalent in Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SME) where such

constraints can be even tighter than in larger organizations. To help

understand those problems and to identify possible solutions, we turned

to three quite different German software SME, varying in size, market

focus and organizational structure. By way of qualitative field studies,

we were able to identify key roles and tools as well as methodological,

organizational and analytical practices and challenges in integrating (end)

users into agile software development.

Keywords: Agile Software Development; User Centered Design; User Feedback;

Case Study; Qualitative Study

1 Introduction

Software has become an invaluable part of private and professional life allover

the world. We know that this leads to Usability and User Experience3 becoming

more and more important factors for the success or failure of ICT systems. This

obviously holds true for all sort of systems which can be interacted with by

3 From here on out, we will abbreviate “Usability and User Experience” as UUX.

For the purprose of this contribution, we do not need the distinction between more

task-focused and more ludic aspects.
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users, but for the purpose of this contribution, we will focus on software systems.

For the software world, we have solid research [13] as well as norms such as the

DIN EN ISO 9241 supporting the integration of (end) users in all phases of a

development project as one of the most central factors for positive UUX.

If we look at the economically important sector of Small and Medium Sized

Enterprises (SME), however, we seem to find indications for deficits in actually

focusing on UUX. Hering et al. [14] indicate aspects such as financial, logistical,

hierarchical or methodological issues as factors holding the SME sector back in

regards to the systematic integration of users and user feedback in development

processes. Furthermore, the norms and process models such as the aforementioned

ISO 9241 or User Centered Design (UCD) often lack clarity in regards to the

actual implementation of user integration and, equally important, its integration

with established process models in organizations.

Our contribution is situated right in this research / practice gap. Its goal

is to help identify the actually relevant issues for SME when dealing with user

integration as well as to assist in finding solutions. We base our work on a practice-

based, socio-technical understanding of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and

Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) [34]. Consistent to this base,

we chose qualitative case studies in three contrastive German software SME as

our main research instrument. We worked with the following organizations for

our field work:

Foo4 is one of the largest German SME in the software business focused on

end users with quite nuanced processes for the integration of user centered

methods and agile development processes.
Bar is a relatively large SME (if decidedly smaller than Foo) producing soft-

and hardware for end users. Bar’s focus on UUX has a briefer history and

smaller extent than Foo’s.
Qux is a very small, design-driven software company which mainly fulfills orders,

i.e. with no direct end user market.

Based on our fieldwork in all three organizations, we were able to identify Roles,

Channels and Media as well as Interpretation and Filtering of user feedback as

the three main categories moderating (and moderated by) the success or failure

of user integration in agile development processes. In the following sections, we

first give an overview about the relevant state of the art before reporting our

results and discussing them with a focus on the three main categories.

2 Related Work

In this section, we will present an overview about the relevant scientific background

and literature, starting with a very brief primer on agile software development,

4 All organization names as well as all personal names which will follow in later sections

of this contribution are anonymized for privacy reasons as per agreement with partner

individuals and / or organizations.
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leading up to the relevance of user integration for positive UUX and finally the

synthesis of both aspects.

2.1 Agile software development

Agile software development [2] refers to relatively new paradigms to structure

ICT projects. The most common agile schools are Scrum [26] and Kanban [1]).

Agile methods differ differ from classical process models such as the “waterfall”

in that they reject the notion of a “heavy”, largely predefined and pre-planned

project layout which is then processed step by step. Instead, agile methods state

that during the course of a software project, there will always be change and

propose to prepare for this and embrace it [32]. This results in four central

values as codified in the Agile Manifesto [2]: 1. Individuals and interactions over

processes and tools 2. Working software over comprehensive documentation 3.

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 4. Responding to change over

following a plan.

2.2 User integration for a better UUX

Existing literature does motivate the integration of users and customers in the

design process for several reasons, including UUX as well as political, economical

and ethical ones [35]. Participatory Design (PD) as maybe the earliest systemati-

cal approach for user involvement originates in workplace democracy movements

(e.g. [9,4]), supported by trade unions. However, commercial software companies

implemented PD and its methods such as collaborative storyboarding or Group

Elicitation approaches as well [11]. Active user participation was deemed to be

effective since the actual users of a product know their own perspectives and

needs best [24]. UUX is not necessarily the explicit core focus of most “original”,

political PD approaches. However, the American school of PD dropped the po-

litical framework and argued mainly for efficiency of the created products [16],

taking user integration in a more UUX-focused direction.

Later approaches to user integration in ICT development projects include

Integrated Organization and Technology Development (OTD) [33] as well as

STEPS [12]. Both approaches are normative software development models, that

involve close participation of users and developers. Both are also more focused on

their application in organizations. However, as they are designed for a very close

and rather intricate collaboration of developer and customer organizations, they

are not easily usable for the development of mass-market off-the shelf software,

especially not for SME with limited ressources [13]. Looking at the earlier stages

of ICT projects, we also should mention von Hippel (e.g. [15]), who has long

focused on User Driven Innovation and its benefits. However, the focus on early

phases also frame the limits of this approach.
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The current trend of user integration in ICT projects is often framed referring

to User Centered Design (UCD). UCD, as codified in ISO 9241-210 (more e.g. in

[23]) can be seen as a normative design and development model that argues for

user integration in all phases of the process. The UCD ideology specifically views

the user as an asset of the product development process. Furthermore, unlike

older models, it explicitly focuses on generating a positive UX as well. It suggests

to include users in early idea finding phases, to carry out user research (this covers

everything that helps to understand who the users are, what their system of values

and requirements are, etc.), to optionally include users in mock-up generation

or evaluation and finally include users in the evaluation of releases. UCD was

developed to be open enough to be adapted to existing software engineering

approaches, as the specification leaves room that has to be filled with interactions

between a design team and an engineering team.

2.3 Synthesis and research gap

It has to be noted that Agile methods already seem to incorporate some aspects

and resemblances to UUX approaches which focus on the consumer. Essentially,

at this point, we are looking at the room between design and engineering teams

left by the UCD, we talked about in the last section.

The iterative approaches of agile development and the emphasis on the cus-

tomer [2] are, at first glance, quite compatible with UCD [6]. There are multiple

positive reports on adaption and integration attempts, e.g. a single case study on

a multinational coorporation and its shift to agile [17] or [31], a case report from

another big corporation which notes that agility in the development process to-

gether with adjustments in frequency and reporting of usability testing activities

to match the agile cycles has proven beneficial for the UUX of their products.

However, it has also been noted quite frequently (e.g. [20,10,22]) that the actual

integration work of UCD, and more generally, different UUX methods, is often

not optimal in practice and is not yet well understood. Hence, there have been

different scientific workshops and tutorials, e.g. [29,19] as well as suggestions for

procedural models or frameworks to facilitate the integration. [27], for example,

base their framework on an Interaction Design Lifecycle and specifically include

design cycles into the agile process models as formal institutions. [3] focuses on

UUX professionals and how to integrate them in Agile environments, not least by

facilitating understanding for such development strategies on the UUX side. The

Scrum roles themselves are also regarded as relevant for the successful integration

of UUX and Agile. [28] identifies the Project Owner as the most crucial role

for such attempts and states that POs often are overwhelmed since they have

to coordinate so many stakeholders, artifacts and ceremonies and are often not

qualified in-depth for UUX. This leads them to the proposal to appoint two POs,

one of which focuses on more traditional responsibilities in the Scrum model

while the other ones’ responsibilities lean towards UUX [28].
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All in all, the state of the art implies that there are a great many and topical

relations between UCD and UUX methods and agile software development. There

also have been investigations and practical attempts at the integration of both

approaches leading to some beneficial results in practice as well as some more

theoretical concepts on the integration. However, prior work strongly indicates

that the understanding of UCD/UUX and agile still leaves many gaps, especially

in regards to the systematic understanding the actual practices and challenges

faced by organizations in the wild [8,10]. This contribution is an attempt at

helping to fill this gap by way of three comparative case studies with a focus on

the domain of SME.

3 Cases and Method

In the following sections, we will first describe our three cases in more detail

before explaining our encompassing methodology and our analytical process.

Subsequently, we will then give an overview about our data and coding scheme.

3.1 Foo – a very large SME with established UUX practices

Foo is a very large SME with roughly 500 employees and a strong corporate

culture towards UUX and user integration. Their product focus is centered on

software systems for end users with an emphasis on personal and organizational

finance administration and management tools. We mainly worked with one

project team within Foo which is responsible for iFin, a tool for personal finance

management. iFin is a mass-marked product, cross-platform (mobile and desktop,

multiple operating systems) and its development is agile, utilizing Scrum.

At Foo, within the iFin team, we conducted semi-structured interviews of

about 60 minutes with the responsible Product Owner (PO), the Social Media

Management, the head of the support team (for all products, not just iFin),

a member of the support staff specialized on iFin, a developer as well as two

members of the in-house usability lab. Those interviews were supplemented by

multiple later rounds of further inquiries to the interview partners via Skype,

phone and mail. We also conducted participant observations during usability

tests in the in-house lab (3h) as well as during a Scrum planning meeting (4h).

3.2 Bar – a big SME with emerging UUX practices

Bar is a big SME with about 200 employees. Bar has focused on customer

home electronic components for a longe time. Especially in the area of home

network components, Bar has a developed nuanced and processes and competences.

However, more recently, Bar decided to develop a line of Smart Home components

which was starting out on the the market at the time of our study. This also

led to more focus on interface design and development as well as UUX due to

the bigger amount of user interaction with smart home devices in comparison to

more passive network electronics. Our work with Bar focused on the smart home
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team and their developing, emerging agile development processes as well as their

in-house user test sample for working with prototypes.

We conducted semi-structured interviews of about 90-120 minutes with the

heads of the development team, the team for Design, Verification and Testing

(DVT), the product marketing as well as the responsible PO.

3.3 Qux – a small, design-driven software agency

Qux is a growing but still small software development agency with 11 employees.

They offer development and consulting services as well as design of innovative

software, mobile apps as well as digital products in areas such as Internet of

Things and e-Mobility. Being an agency, Qux’ focus is less on selling to end users

directly but rather on delivering on orders from other organizatioins. Qux has a

corporate culture and image with a strong focus on design-driven development

and decision making.

At Qux, we conducted semi-structured interviews of 60-90 minutes with

two of the three of the firm’s partners which also act as Scrum Master / Head

of Project Management (PM) as well as Creative Director (CD), respectively.

Similar interviews were conducted with a Senior Art Director UI/UX as well as

a Mobile Developer.

3.4 Methodological framing and analysis

How does [Foo | Bar | Qux] integrate user input and feedback into their agile

software development process and how does this relate to UCD?

This was our quite basic research question motivating our study. It is impor-

tant to note that we did not approach the field theory-driven but rather based

our approach on open, field-driven research, inspired by Grounded Theory (GT)

[30]. Therefore, in each case, we quickly went into the field where we iteratively

developed our understanding of the companies’ practices and our research strat-

egy according to our findings. We deemed a (field-)data-driven approach to be

important given the disparities between theory and practice and the ambiguities

described in the state of the art.

In total, we conducted 15 interviews. Seven of them were at Foo, four at Bar

and Qux, respectively. The interviews lasted between 60 and 120 minutes and

were recorded as well as transcribed pragmatically, meaning full transcriptions

utilizing only markers for salient events such as laughter, peculiar facial expres-

sions or breaks. However, we did not include micro-expressions, precise counting

of break time intervals, detailed pitch analyses, etc. since we did not deem such

data necessary for our research interest in practices and challenges. All interviews

were semi-structured, utilizing a guideline which evolved in the field, led by the

field. The interview language was German in all cases, the quotations in this

contribution are translated. Transcripts were supplemented by handwritten field

notes and memos (about 25 pages). Furthermore, we gathered artifacts such as
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User Stories, bug reports or usability reports, mainly at Foo because of its bigger

size and availability of many such artifacts as well as due to the fact that Foo

was our first case study and the data helped us to open up the field. Finally,

we supplemented our interviews by multiple further inquiries to the interview

partners via Skype, phone and e-Mail during the analytical process each time

relevant questions arose. Brief descriptions of the data sources can be found in

sec. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and an index in tab. 1.

All data and artifacts were subsequently coded. In GT-speak, we coded axially

and selectively [30]. However, we do not claim to have established a ‘Theory of

UCD and Agile’ – we feel that such and encompassing theory would necessitate

multinational and even more contrastive cases as well as a longer period of time.

However, our analytical process followed GT methodology and can serve as one

of many pieces in a more comprehensive puzzle towards a theory. To clarify

even more: One might also say that we oriented ourselves on Thematic Analysis

(TA) [5] which, essentially, is GT without the overhead towards extensive theory

building but with the option to add that on top iteratively. The coding process

started immediately after the first interview and was continued and evolved all

throughout the research activities. During the field research phases, we held

weekly discussion and mirroring meetings in regards to the the coding activities

in our research group. This also included researchers which were not active in

the field, some not even in our research project at all. Those researchers helped

asking questions the field researchers were not thinking about given their different

perspectives, forcing the latter to explicate a significant amount of tacit informa-

tion. The permanent condensation of the coding structure was followed up to the

point where the gathered data did not add significant new insight (saturation).

This also helps explain the different scope of data between the three cases –

with the evolution of a denser coding scheme, (transferable) insights led up to

the saturation points more quickly as per the intention of GT-inspired approaches.

3.5 Data overview and coding scheme

In tab. 1, we have indexed all interviews and observations. For clarity: I-F-04

was an interview with two participants (the full staff of Foo’s in-house usability

lab), I-F-07 was an interview with a PO for a different product team than iFin

since this PO was referred to as as one of the central experts in regards to agile

software development and UCD in the company5 and in cases such as I-B-03 and

I-Q-01, one person fills multiple roles. In tab. 2, you will find an overview about

the very basic structure of each participating organization and our central coding

scheme which boils down to the three codes ”Roles“, ”Channels and Media“ as

well as ”Filtering and Interpretation“. Our report which will follow in the next

section will be oriented on this structure as well.

5 At this point in the analytical process, it had already become clear that the intersection

of those two topics would be central to our study.
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ID Description ID cont. Description cont.

I-F-01 Product Owner iFin I-B-01 Product Owner

I-F-02 Social Media Officer I-B-02 Head of Development

I-F-03 Chief of Support I-B-03 Head of Design, Verification & Testing

I-F-04 Customer Lab (2 empl.) I-B-04 Head of Marketing

I-F-05 First Level Support I-Q-01 Company Partner 01: Scrum Master &

Head of Project Management

I-F-06 Software Developer I-Q-02 Company Partner 02: Creative Director

I-F-07 Product Owner

(other project)

I-Q-03 Senior Art Director UI / UX

O-F-01 Sprint Planning I-Q-04 Mobile Developer

O-F-02 Two Usability Tests

Table 1. Index: Interviews and Observations

Foo Bar Qux

Size about 500 employees about 200 employees 11 employees

Product

Portfolio

Variety of software

around finance admin-

istration.

Home network equip-

ment. Recently, soft- /

hardware for the smart

home.

Software agency with

a wide variety of

projects, mainly for

corporate customers.

Study fo-

cus

iFin, a cross-platform

personal finance man-

agement tool.

iHome, a soft- and

hardware ecosystem

for smart homes.

No specific project, lat-

eral study through the

company.

Code:

Roles

"I answer requests my-

self, however if they are

very technical in na-

ture, I ask the support

people [...]" (I-F-02)

"Since the DVT is

our last line of de-

fense, they have to

check somehow what

has been developed..."

(I-B-01)

"I think we are quite

good in putting our-

selves in those roles

[users] [...]." (I-Q-02)

Code:

Channels

& Tools

"We use several [chan-

nels]. We mainly work

with two platforms:

Facebook and Twitter.

Also, we maintain a

blog for iFin" (I-F-02)

"If somebody had an is-

sue beyond hard prob-

lems, they did not nec-

essarily put it in [into

Bugzilla]." (I-B-01)

"[...]we meet at 9:00

and everybody ex-

plains what he did the

day before and what

he plans to do today..."

(I-Q-03)

Code:

Filtering

& Inter-

pretation

"If features are re-

quested [by users] that

are very special, we can

assess if this is interest-

ing for the masses or

not." (I-F-01)

"I give the thing

[iHome] to 10 people

and get 10 different

opinions when I ask

a specific question."

(I-B-01)

"For the most part, it

is not very good if the

customer selects [test]

users itself but it’s just

the way it is." (I-Q-03)

Table 2. Organizational and Coding Scheme
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4 Results

In this section, we will report on the three most important themes as listed in tab.

2 as well as their interrelations, starting with the roles, leading up to Channels

and Tools and finally, aspects of Filtering and Interpretation.

4.1 Roles

Foo: With Foo, we saw that a multitude of roles is in contact with users. The

support team obviously has most points of contact since they are confronted with

a wide variety of user issues on a daily basis. However, they are not only trained

to solve those issues but also to try and understand where they come from and

ask for more feedback than strictly necessary to solve the issue in order to provide

input for the product development. To this end, Foo has kept their support team

in-house, located near to the development, management and other teams as well

as actively trying to foster a culture of deep and long-term engagement with as

well as knowledge about Foo’s products. To let a first level support employee

speak for himself:

"I’ve been working for Foo for about ten years now. I can use the software

blindly. I can find problems and difficulties while standing on my hat."

I-F-05

Foo also has an in-house ’customer lab’, which is a traditional usability lab,

staffed with two UUX-experts. They carry out structured user testing on request

by the development teams and report to the Product Owner. Furthermore, Foo

also has a defined role for Social Media management (SMM). The SMM constantly

tries to engage with users by way of providing them with information, monitoring

discussions, trying to mediate if necessary and very consciously tries to get a

"feeling for the mood" (I-F-02) on Social Media in regards to Foo’s own products

as well as the competition’s.

As in established Scrum doctrine, we found the role of the PO to be the

central hub within the different weaves of user integration and user contact in

Foo. There are two notable observations in regards to Foo’s PO structure for

iFin: First, there are actually three POs: One is managing daily affairs such as

codifying user stories, the second one is focusing on the epics and the third one

has a background in design. The PO-team’s skills compliment each other, however,

they also consult with internal experts (such as the SMM) on a case-by-case

basis. Second, while it certainly is in Scrum-spirit that the PO represents users

(and hence, has to engage with them as well), some of iFin’s long-term users

even have the POs phone numbers and call them occasionally, especially when

something in the product changes in a way they do not like.

Software developers themselves do not have user contact in Foo.
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Bar: Bar has a product-oriented organizational structure based on Business Units.

Within the unit we worked with, direct user contact is limited and structured

in clear channels through a fixed test sample of users as well as internal testing

(more on this below). Bar’s division ’Design, Verification and Testing’ is the

central role responsible for testing and validating new software releases in regards

to bugs and completeness compared to the requirements:

"Since the DVT is our last line of defense, they have to check somehow

what has been developed . . . Meaning they always put the requirements

next to the result [result = a release]" (I-B-01)

At the time of writing, Bar also established a support team structure intended

to closely work with users with the explicit goal of feeding back into the product

development. Like Foo, Bar also utilizes Social Media as well – however, with

Bar, Social Media work is co-located within the marketing division, whereas

Foo has a separate, explicit organizational role for Social Media management.

Bar’s development team is more distributed than Foo’s, including more external

partners, and with the in-house development team focusing more on coordinating

and conception. Like with Foo, Bar’s central role for UUX is the business unit’s

one PO. He handles all reports and user feedback and makes all decisions in

regards to UUX:

"[...] Then, they [user feedback and feature requests, consolidated by the

DVT] came to me. [...] and I had to go back to the Wireframe or make

clear how this and that is intended [...]." (I-B-01)

However, he consults with external agencies on a case-by-case base. The PO

has direct user contact, mainly in case of concrete, deeper enquiries and user

problems within the test sample.

Qux: Qux has a very flat hierarchy which splits up in a Design- & Development

unit, Social Media Marketing as well as the roles of both company partners who

act as Scrum Master & Head of Project Management (PM) and Creative Director,

respectively. The PM is responsible for internal quality control of concepts and

releases while the CD and the Senior Art Director UI/UX (AD, located within the

Design- & Development unit) manages all UUX aspects. Hence, Qux has formed

a structure where the PM takes on what might be called the more managerial

aspects and the AD the user-focused ones of what Foo and Bar subsume under

the role of their respective POs.

A central distinction of Qux as a software agency in comparison to Foo and

Bar is that their customers are generally not their end users. Hence, we find roles

such as support teams and product-specific Social Media engagement not within

Qux but rather within their portfolio of customer organizations. Wider user tests

(and hence, roles with user contact) are also either sourced out to third parties or

the respective customer organization takes charge of those activities itself. Qux

also actively asks the customer organizations for feedback after each sprint.
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Furthermore, this structure brings with it a certain fluidity of roles: On a

case-by-case basis, Qux leverages all of its staff as well as friends and family for

ad-hoc testing and feedback. This culture is illustrated quite well by the actual

Senior Art Director UI/UX:

"[...] my father who has no affinity for such things [ICT]. . . I really like

to just hand him stuff [beta versions] – just to look at what he does."

(I-Q-03).

The dynamic feedback loops between roles and units all converge at the PM.

This approach of internal testing is based on a quite explicit corporate culture

focused on User Centered Design, encouraging the staff to constantly take a step

back and actively try to view the product through a customer’s as well as a user’s

eyes:

"I think we are quite good in putting ourselves in those roles [users] [...]

When somebody is working on a project, we also try to put him together

with a colleague working on a different project [...] to get a different view.

I think that’s really important." (I-Q-02)

4.2 Channels and Tools

Foo: Central to Foo’s agile Process is Microsoft’s TFS which gets used as a

code repository as well as for handling and prioritizing artifacts such as bug

reports, feature requests and usability test reports. Especially the developer team

as well as the POs utilize TFS constantly to manage and track iFin’s development.

The support team utilizes E-Mail, phone, fax, letters, chat as well as product-

specific web-forum to engage with users directly, although the forums are focused

on a "customers help customers" (I-F-03) approach. User feedback gets taken

from the support-specific ticket system and is put into the TFS if deemed valuable

(more on this distinction in 4.3).

The Social Media management mainly utilizes Facebook and Twitter and,

to a smaller extent, Blogs as channels to interact with and include users. No-

tably, she does not use any special Social Media management tool. She tries to

contextualize user feedback as much as she can utilizing the rich data provided

by Social Media. Subsequently, she directly engages with the POs in regards to

the feedback utilizing e-Mail or face-to-face conversations. It is notable that she

does not use the TFS even if she has access to it. Furthermore, regular surveys

utilizing the Net Promoter Score [25,18] are carried out. In case of problems like

server outages, known bugs or similar issues, the SMO informs the customers

over the available channels and, more importantly, keeps them up to date. An

example from I-F-02 was a bug occurring after an update which crashed the

app immediately after starting it. A bug-fix was implemented and submitted to

the app store very quickly but due to the approval process in the concerning
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store, the update needed time to be made available to the customers. The SMO

kept the customers informed every step on the way which received quite positive

feedback.

The Customer Lab’s main channels and tools are traditional user tests

with Thinking Aloud and sometimes Heuristic Evaluations and Cognitive Walk-

throughs, although they branch out towards methods such as Contextual Inquiry-

inspired approaches, even at users’ homes. The CL utilizes usually utilizes series

of tests with 5-20 participants and frames the results as comprehensive reports

in a structured format. These are subsequently put into the TFS for the POs.

Notably, it is also possible for everybody in the development team to tune into

live video feeds from the usability testing sessions, although it has been expressed

in I-F-04 and I-F-06 that developers usually do not do this, stating that the

"reports are enough" (I-F-06). Tests in the CL are only carried out on request of

the POs, the management or other decision making roles.

Apart from the TFS, the POs also have product-specific e-Mail accounts for

free-form feedback which can be reached by the users from within iFin. Further-

more, the POs actively monitor as many app stores and similar places in the

Web where users leave feedback of some sort. Foo even developed an in-house

tool, specifically for the purpose of aggregating such reviews and making them

manageable. As mentioned before when we tried to illustrate the self-conception

of the involved roles, lead users also sometimes contact the POs in person utilizing

phones as well as by e-Mail. Foo’s POs also receive a certain amount of automated

use tracking data. However, this is kept to very specific and intensely debated

cases due to privacy concerns. In line with Scrum doctrine, one of the most

central tools for Foo’s POs are User Stories which are built, maintained and

utilized without any company- or project-specific peculiarities.

All interviewees in Foo talked about the importance of "Flurfunk" (I-F-01)

(literally "corridor radio"– office grapevine), coffee corners and informal meetings

for coordination, sharing and discussing user feedback and user perspectives.

Bar: Bar utilizes a custom in-house database system geared towards product

management in which all requirements and properties of the product are being

held and maintained. Great emphasis is placed on a set of wireframes of the final

system. Those wireframes have been developed quite early in the development

process of iHome and they can be understood as similar to traditional target

specifications for internal purposes as well as in a sense of coordinating artifacts

with external contractors:

"[. . . ] Meaning they [the DVT] always put the requirements next to the

result [a release] and can refer to the wireframe [. . . ] [interviewer asks

about how the wireframes changed during the development process] Well,

they stayed relatively stable in scope [...] here and there, there were

adaptions [. . . ] (I-B-01)
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With Bar, systematic user testing is only being applied after all desired features

as specified by the wireframes have already been implemented. The focus in this

phase is not on finding innovative new features or investigating into end-user

appropriation but rather to purposefully shape UI-components and interaction

flows. To this end, Bar has joined forces with an external partner in order to

establish a Living Lab [21] infrastructure as a test bed: About 30 households

get the product a few months before rollout in order to test it in their homes.

Those tests happen without instruction or rules apart from a commitment to

actively use the system and test specific features after updates. Bugzilla has been

implemented as a channel where users can put in tickets. This is supplemented

by occasional informal exchanges face-to-face. During the Living Lab phase, Bar

also recognized that users seemed not to input all their problems into Bugzilla,

especially when the problems in question did not relate to hard and evident bugs:

"[. . . ] If somebody had an issue beyond hard problems, they did not

neccessarily put it in [into Bugzilla]. There are many kinds of problems

[...] like nice-to-haves, problems with understanding things or other issues

like that. (I-B-01)

Additionally, comprehensive automated logging about use data is conduced

in the background with the goal of making issues reproducible. After commercial

rollout, Bar’s plans are to have the support as well as the marketing divisions

report directly to the PO about user feedback.

Qux: Qux uses Jira and Confluence as a basic infrastructure in order to scaf-

fold agility in their development process. Those tools are utilized for internal

coordination, especially for the PM. Furthermore, Qux’ intention is also to estab-

lish customer-facing transparency. Hence, customers can also input tickets and

feedback (depending on the project structure agreed upon with the customer).

In regards to active user feedback and participation, Qux employs different

methods. In some cases, customer organizations carry out their own beta testing

and feedback gathering, aggregate it and send it to Qux. In other cases, all data

from such tests is handed over to Qux without aggregation. Another option

is relying on direct user feedback via e-Mail generated from feedback-buttons

and similar options integrated into applications, without the involvement of

customer organizations. Qux’ employees are aware of a wide variety of tools and

systems to facilitate user feedback such as Testflight or crowdsourcing systems,

but on various occasions throughout the interviews, it becomes clear that they

are still searching for an optimal system, especially one that meshes with agile

development:

"[. . . ] In each release in Scrum, there is one functional area, which gets

completed and released, so to speak [. . . ] there’s always this wish, we are

looking for a suitable platform [. . . ] so we can say: ’you don’t have to

send me an e-Mail, you don’t have to write down anything, you don’t

have to call me [. . . ] then they could just hit a button, rate it [the specific
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result of a sprint/release], write a short text, Twitter-style at most [. . . ]

which would then just be sent to us so we could look at it." (I-B-01)

Apart from users, the customer organizations themselves also actively queried

as sources for feedback. Qux’ PM puts it like this:

"[. . . ] we obviously also collect feedback from our customers. When we

present something [. . . ], we ask them quite focused: ’[...] please look

at this’. We have them take responsibility, which is a good thing, since

basically, it is their project. . . Which is why I expect them to care and not

just complain in the end, after a release [. . . ] They have to give feedback

frequently. (I-Q-01)

Furthermore, Qux frequently employs app store reviews and ratings as feed-

back channels, similarly to Foo. For more qualitative evaluations regarding UUX

and UI, Qux has no formal tools or channels in place. Here, they rely on a

user-focused and agile company culture as described above as well as ad-hoc

feedback in meetings with customers and beta testers. Internally, user/customer

and/or peer feedback is not just shared via Jira but especially utilizing Daily

Stand-Ups which are emphasized as an important tool:

"[. . . ] we meet at 9:00 and everybody explains what he did the day before

and what he plans to do today [. . . ] you don’t put things off[. . . ]" (I-Q-03)

This ritualistic form of informal exchange is supplemented by grapevine,

similarly to Foo’s case. Like Foo, Qux then utilizes User Stories and Bugs in

Scrum-fashion to codify and work with the user feedback. Both artifacts are

primarily put in and maintained by the PM. To be clear: The PM is not the only

source of such data, as explained above, but he is maintaining it.

4.3 Filtering and Interpretation

In the previous sections, we tried to report on how and with the participation of

which roles customer feedback is gathered and passed along through Foo, Bar

and Qux. There is, however, one step missing in between – what emerged as

filtering and interpretation. This is, in a nutshell, the process of analyzing and

assessing user feedback as well as matching it with other feedback and/or internal

goals. It also encompasses on the challenge of identifying what the user really

means or needs.

Foo: Foo has a long history of experimenting with the incorporation of user

feedback in their development cycles and within this history, there have been

failures, too. One example from the interviews (I-F-01, I-F-03, I-F-05) is a former

project grounded in Participatory Design where the development of a software

product relied heavily on the input of a selected group who were considered lead

users in their. However, as it turned out later, the product became much too
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specialized and thus did not appeal to many potential customers. Experiences

like this reinforced Foo’s focus on filtering as well as diversifying user feedback

structures – as outlined in the previous sections, customer feedback is sampled

through a wide range of channels, representing an attempt to level the playing

field and keep specialization appropriate to the product. What this means is that

in the example of iFin, which has a very widespread and heterogeneous user base,

specialization has to be kept at a much broader and shallower level than for some

of Foo’s other products, e.g. those targeted at landlords and this much smaller

and more focused group’s specific needs.

The most important decision makers regarding the filtering process are the

POs. They consciously try to match their vision of the product with the cus-

tomer input, adapt, prioritize and, if deemed necessary, modify or reject specific

feedback. The customer lab does not engage in filtering per se but rather reports

comprehensively and based on proven methods. The Social Media management

engages in partial filtering – she ties to match every piece of incoming input with

previous decisions made by the POs and if the input is identical or very similar,

she "informs the customer accordingly" (I-F-02), meaning information such as

’request denied’, ’request in development’ and so on. In such cases, she does not

alert the POs. If a specific piece of user feedback is new and she hands it over to

the POs, she usually annotates it and states her opinion about it, i.e. actively

enriches the user feedback based on her long-term experience with iFin. Notably,

the support team does filter actively. Customer feedback is gathered, discussed

between the leader of the support team for the respective product and the chief

of support and filtered. Thus, some feedback may never even reach the POs:

"If a person wants a new feature, the support employee checks the database

weather the feature was already requested by someone else. If so, the

customers ID is added to the incident. If not, the request is inserted in

the database, which triggers a message to the team leader who assesses it.

If he decides that the request is useful, the entry is set to ’visible’ for the

PO and the development team." (I-F-03)

Throughout all interviews with Foo, the exact operationalization of the filter-

ing processes remains somewhat vague but can be categorized broadly into two

classes: Qualitative and Quantitative Filtering. Quantitative filtering concerns

the frequency and intensity of a specific type of feedback. Especially the ST

seems to utilize quantitative filtering which is also easy to do for them since the

customer feedback from each ’call’6 is recorded in their database. Quantitative

aspects are, however, no guarantee for the feedback to get implemented – an

often cited example (I01, I02, I03, I04, I05) from our interviews is that of a

feature requested by a very large amount of customers. However, this feature

would make other, quite specific, long-term plans for the software impossible

on a technical level. Hence, it is not implemented. The opposite constellation,

6 Terminology taken from the interviews – ’call’ should be understood as all kinds of

communication with users, not just telephone calls.
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i.e. individual or occasional cases of feedback seem more straightforward: (Very)

specific features which get requested by very few people usually get filtered out.

Qualitative filtering is a ’softer’ aspect and seems primarily associated with

experience, and a certain ’artfulness’ rather than just hard data. It was next

to impossible for all interviewees to really describe techniques and methods

for qualitative filtering. Instead, in nearly every interview, it was stated ex- or

implicitly that a lot of knowledge about and a "feeling for" (I-F-01, similarly

phrased also in I-F-03 and I-F-05) the product has to be developed over time in

order to ’get it right’. A need to actually be a user of the product oneself has

also been mentioned. All in all, Foo’s Social Media management is the role with

the deepest engagement in qualitative filtering procedures.

Qualitative and quantitative filtering mechanisms are reported to compliment

each other well, e.g. within I-F-01 and I-F-04 and none of both aspects is viewed

as sufficient by itself.

Bar: Similarly to Foo, Bar’s PO has a key function in the process of filtering

and interpreting user feedback. He classifies and judges incoming information

and notes from a range of roles through different channels. He has to decide and

to match the pieces of information with the long-term goals for the product. On

a quantitative, heuristic level, Bar judges feedback as relevant if it comes in 2-3

times in similar form:

"I give the thing [iHome] to 10 people and get 10 different opinions when I

ask a specific question. That’s rather difficult. At the moment, my strategy

is that I look deeper into things after I hear issues 2-3 times. [...] Well, I

always look at all the things [feedback], but when A says A, B says B and

C says C, I stay with my opinion." (I-B-01)

However, Bar’s PO is also aware of the pitfalls of such an approach:

"But usually, you feel a bit like, well, the father of such a system. That

makes each [...] feedback which is not precisely like you think about the

system critique and you have a certain defensive position. It is difficult

to be neutral." (I-B-01)

Filtering and categorizing feedback coming in from Bugzilla is managed by

the DVT. They decide when and if something gets bumped up to the PO for

decision making or directly to the development team for implementation. Our

interview partners at Bar stated that informal, ad hoc (coffee corner-)talks be-

tween DVT, developers and the PO are central instruments in discussing, judging

and triangulating feedback. Hence, we can also categorize filtering and interpre-

tation mechanisms in Bar in quantitative and qualitative aspects. However, the

structures are less complex and less differentiated than in Foo’s case.
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It is notable that Bar has yet to establish formal structures in who actually

takes responsibility for the liaison and engagement with their test households,

leading to difficulties in regards to filtering and interpreting feedback coming

from those households:

"[. . . ] there is the question if the developer should have frequent contact?

I just don’t know. Partially, sure, so he can hear opinions face-to-face

and hear users’ problems – just to understand. [...] [the users] all have

their opinions. That has to be channeled in some way. Can you categorize

such things?" (I-B-02)

Lastly, Bar’s PO is unsure if the test users might not become blind to certain

issues due to routine and debates if the user sample should not be constantly

changed, at least partially:

"[. . . ] you just breeze over certain issues [after engaging with the product

becomes routine] [...] if the beta-tester is at the point [where an issue

arises] for the second time, he just skips it [referring to ignoring issues

or finding workarounds]." (I-B-01)

Qux: The situation for Qux is quite different than for the other two SMEs in

regards to the filtering and interpretation of feedback. Through their role as a

service provider, they face the dichotomy of having to engage and negotiate with

their customers as well as having to discuss and judge user and customer feedback

internally. Qux’ flat hierarchy is helpful in providing a lean and agile structure to

quickly engage with such feedback. The strings of such decision making processes

all converge on the PM but subsequently have to be debated with the customer

who makes the final calls, sometimes putting Qux in less than optimal decisions:

"For the most part, it is not very good if the customer selects [test] users

itself but it’s just the way it is; we don’t have the target audience on board.

It’s a shame but it’s the way it is." (I-Q-03)

Yet, Qux’ employees voice rather unequivocal support for User Centered

Design, UUX and customer integration and – as mentioned before – reflect on

those topics frequently. The Creative Director puts this in simple, decisive words:

[Question about what would speak against a strong UCD-motivated pro-

cess]"Just ignorance. If you do UCD, you put the user or the user group

in your focus [...] which is logical. We don’t build things for animals or

for little grey men but for people." (I-Q-02)

Given their company structure, current practice in Qux’ development process

is utilizing as many automated use tracking and data gathering tools as possible

since those can be integrated easily and quickly (and cheaply) into their products.

This quantitative feedback is then triangulated with qualitative information

which mainly comes in through e-Mail, either directly from users or aggregated
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from customers. This practice meshes well with Qux’ agile process. Quantitative

heuristics similar to Bar’s case are employed to speed the process up but Qux’

sentiment is that qualitative information gathered by direct exchange and en-

gagement with users would be more valuable. However, limited staff resources

as well as the Qux-customer relationship make this hard to implement and also

limit the options for Qux’ staff to pose questions to users if they arise about

qualitative data aggregated by Qux’ customers. Trust in the validity of such data

is critical but Qux has no first-hand way of ensuring this.

5 Discussion

Based on the three quite contrastive case studies, we can see that the amount of

users a company can engage with as well as the differentiation of channels and

tools can scale with the company’s size. This is problematic since small companies

like Qux which perceive a need to engage more with users simply cannot do

so adequately. It is certainly possible to utilize internal testing, using ad-hoc

methods such as convincing friends to give feedback or put a mental emphasis

on a user perspective – however, it seems that the more people actually try to

do this, the more they realize that such methods might be inadequate and the

pitfalls such as too much introspection or blindness to certain aspects are many.

Such concerns become especially obvious when a second web of entanglements –

external customers – becomes part of the process. A possible solution to such

problems might be working with external, specialized partners for certain aspects

of user engagement, such as Crowd-Testing platforms or testing as a service7.

Through economics of scale, such services can be offered more cheaply than

building complex infrastructures for user engagement and feedback internally

and might be an entry point for more in-depth work with users, as witnessed by

Bar’s case.

The differentiation of roles is a highly interesting factor. It, too, can – and

maybe even has to – scale with the size of the company itself. With Foo, we have

an exceptional example where, over the course of many years, a very intricate

web of different roles has emerged. Those roles and their different perspectives

compliment each other well and eliminate many of the insecurities and problems

we saw in the other cases, such as Bar’s issues with responsibilities for certain

aspects of working with users or Qux’ problems with data validity.

However, different roles do not just magically compliment each other – they

also clash and Foo shows how to facilitate this in a purposeful manner. Company

culture is the keyword here – Foo’s Social Media management might, for exam-

ple, disagree very strongly with a PO’s vision for something since she actively

tries to take on qualitatively grounded user perspective. Heated discussions can

happen – and according to Foo, they should. All roles need to be empowered

7 An example might be Living Labs as a service, see e.g. [21].
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enough not to fear personal or other negative consequences yet still be able to

get behind the overall product vision. Agile development can help here because

it facilitates constant, quick engagement within teams and provides structures

in which things can be explored and tested without great risk or cost (and

hence, usually personal consequences). UCD can help as well because a common

denominator in developing products for users, not ’for oneself’ can put things into

perspective, especially in regards to company culture. In Qux’ case, we see that

even a small company can form a very strong user focus in its culture. We also

see that this has significant impact on the products (if not as much as a combi-

nation with a strong base in resources and differentiated roles, tools and channels).

Despite the importance of a careful mesh of roles, tools and channels, there

seems to be one central point which can make or break user centered agile

software development and that is the PO. There is a very great deal of power

about the agile process itself as well as about UCD/UUX aspects centralized in

one single person. The demands for such a person are very high and, depending

on the project, maybe even too high. Hedging one’s bets in the sense of utilizing

more than one PO might, consequently, make sense as has already been indicated

in literature [28]. We see this in all our cases. It is most visible in Foo’s case

with three POs but Bar and Qux also distribute some aspects of what might

be construed in strict Scrum doctrine (if there is such a thing) as the PO’s

responsibilities. Hence, codifying strict roles might not always be advisable and

a certain leeway might make sense. For example, appointing a senior member of

a UX-design team to a part-time PO, assisting a continuous PO might be worth

considering if actually employing two full-time POs with complimenting skill-sets

is not viable due to project or financial constraints.

In regards to the very crucial aspect of filtering and interpreting user feedback,

we also would like to point to the differentiation of roles, tools and channels

as well as to a solid company culture as main factors for success. Furthermore,

making conscious decisions about including qualitative as well as quantitative

types of data in the development process seems highly advisable as well as eco-

nomic. Regarding the operationalization of filtering and interpretative techniques:

Quantitative filtering seems to be the more straightforward one – given thorough

documentation in database form, user feedback can be quantified and analyzed

rather easily. This data can supply very valuable intelligence into trends. However,

it seems extremely important to supplement the quantitative view qualitatively:

A good idea is not necessarily the same as an often requested one. This makes

qualitative filtering a necessity. To use an analogy: In our interviews, we found

certain similarities between this kind of filtering and qualitative sciences like

ethnography: Deep immersion into a product’s user base and using the product

oneself – getting a feel for it and forming experience – has been stated as very

important and, again, different perspectives and their intersections are considered

valuable (one could compare this to the concept of inter-coder reliability in

qualitative data analysis). Furthermore, a certain distance from possible moder-
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ating factors (like budget aspects or other business influences) seems associated

with successful qualitative filtering in a manner not unlike the (artificial) naive

approach utilized by ethnomethodologists. All in all, both views compliment each

other and if possible, none of them should be viewed on its own when engaging

in filtering and interpretative action.

Thinking into the future, HCI and CSCW might provide help on the inter-

section of agile development and UCD in certain areas: As indicated by Qux’

wishes for lean, almost Twitter-style feedback tools, Bar’s utilization of a partly

externalized user testing infrastructure or Foo’s quick and easy in-house tool to

work with app store reviews, properly (co-)designed tools to support agile and

user centered processes are lacking. There are concepts from HCI and CSCW

such as comprehensive situated user feedback and engagement mechanisms right

inside of products, see e.g. [35] or leveraging modern mobile devices to facilitate

relatively lean, event-contingent qualitative and quantitative data collection [7].

However, even if we as researchers might not necessarily like it, those concepts

can sometimes be unwieldy and are not necessarily suitable for market-driven

environments, necessitating collaborations between researchers and professionals8

6 Conclusion

We believe that there is no one-size-fits-all template for UCD/UUX and agile

software development. The integration of user centered and agile principle is an

artful business which necessitates many case-by-case decisions. However, we also

believe that case studies such as the ones described in this contribution can help

navigate at least parts of this difficulty – which incidentally is also we decided to

keep our discussion on a relatively high level. Furthermore, we think that some

principles might be abstracted and generalized to a certain extent. This is the

intention behind the following bullet points – however, please keep in mind that

they are grounded in three essentially qualitative case studies and can make no

claim to completeness or applicability in all domains:

UCD is important for good UUX (and market success): This is the most

obvious point and well-established in the scientific community but given the

fact that multiple SMEs do not yet focus on UCD, it needs to be re-iterated.

Agile development is useful for user integration: Agile principles are well

suited to be meshed with UCD methods and user integration. The combination

also can have beneficial impact on company culture. However, there are still

open questions (see below).

Role empowerment and company culture Multiple people with multiple

perspectives need to have voices in the process and should to be able to

8 An attempt at an explicitly simple and lean user feedback system similar to what

Qux wished for is currently being developed open source led by our research group.

It is called ’Shake’ and interested parties are welcome to try it out and/or contribute

on http://github.com/UniSiegenCSCW/Shake.

http://github.com/UniSiegenCSCW/Shake
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challenge decision making processes without retribution. Informal exchanges

and grapevine is vital.

Multi-role / -channel / -tool is important A differentiated organizational

structure is a solid base for UCD and agile development and should be

constantly iterated upon. User integration at (too) isolated points might even

be counter-productive. Triangulation is necessary.

Filtering and interpretation are necessary Not everything that a customer

wants can be done or is actually a good idea and vice versa. Good ideas can

be hard to come by. Qualitative and quantitative filtering mechanisms should

be employed.

Filtering is not trivial: Staff needs to be educated, to actually use the product

and to develop an appropriate frame of mind. Supportive ICT systems are

useful but not necessarily available.

The PO is the critical point: A PO needs to make a significant amount of

highly relevant decisions which is why she or he needs a grounded (multi-stage)

base for those decisions and a quite comprehensive skill-set.

Consider hedging POs: It may be sensible to employ more than one PO or

at least to treat the role more fluidly. If this is done, it is vital to establish

and communicate the different responsibilities of the POs as not to impact

the agile process negatively.
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